




spectro-photometry  spectral classification, thermal properties 
spectro-polarimetry  magnetic fields 

spectro-astrometry  sub-structures on spatial scales smaller than the DL 

other [challenging] science top level requirements 
large/full spectral coverage, ifu/mos capabilities, high 
spec/spat resolutions    

practically impossible  finite number of detector pixels 

… possibly within the same instrument and simultaneously … 



finite number of detector pixels 

  finite number of spectral elements  
  (trade-off between spectral resolution & coverage) 

  finite number of spatial elements  
  (either for IFU or MOS) 



in extra-gal (z>1) science, the most suited spectral 
coverage is first driven by the redshift 

in stellar science, the most suited spectral coverage 
depends on several factors: 

  reddening 

  stellar temperature  

  line diagnostics 
  … 



higher the resolution  more [and fainter] lines  
broader metallicity range, higher accuracy, larger to full 

set of iron-peak, CNO, alpha, other light, neutron-
capture element abundances 

R~1,000     FWHM~300 km/s    broad lines, spec classification, 
                                                        global metallicity 

R~10,000   FWHM~30 km/s  molecular blends, a few atomic  
                                                    lines/species 

R~30,000  FWHM~10 km/s  OH, CN individual lines 
                                                    several atomic lines/species 
R~100,000 FWHM~3 km/s   many individual molec+atomic  
                                                   lines/species, isotopes 

spec resolution plays a major role in chemical studies 



R=4,000 
R=10,000 
R=20,000 



cool star physics and chemistry 
surface chemical abundances, magnetic fields, activity, rotation, 3D structure, winds 

observing mode: high resolution echelle spectroscopy 

cool stellar populations census 
metallicity and radial velocities of large samples of stars to trace galactic 
structure & archaelogy in the MW, in the LG and beyond 

observing mode: medium resolution multi-object (either slit/fibers MOS 
and/or IFUs)  spectroscopy 

young stars and star-forming regions 
proto-stars & star-disk interactions  planet formation 

observing mode: medium/high resolution spectroscopy, IFU 



Davies+ 2010, MNRAS 407, 1203;   Evans+ 2011, A&A 530, 108 

Low resolution J-band spectroscopy of metal-rich red supergiants 

young RSG stars in the Galactic disk  



young RSG stars in the Galactic disk  
NIRSPEC-Keck R=17,000  
H-band spectra of RSGs  

in Scutum clusters (Av>10 !) 

Davies+ 2009, ApJ 696, 2014 

Fe,C,O,alpha  
7 chem elements 



young RSG stars in the Galactic disk  
RSGs in Scutum clusters GIANO-TNG R=50,000 0.95-2.45 µm 

CNO,alpha, other light,iron-peak, 
neutron-capture elements   

18 elements! 

nodding on fiber: A-B stellar spectrum 

sliced fiber A 
sliced fiber B 
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Origlia+ 2013, A&A 560, 46 
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KeckII-NIRSPEC R=25,000 
integrated light spectra 
dominated by RSGs	  

chemical abundances  
sub-solar iron 
some alpha enhancement  
and carbon depletion 

dynamical masses 
σ~10 km/s, Mdyn~5x105 Mo 

Larsen, Origlia, Brodie & Gallagher,  
2006, 2008 

unique tracers of the  
IMF in SB galaxies 

young SSCs in nearby SB galaxies 



Liller1 bulge GC 

E(B-V)=3.2  

spectral resolution vs coverage in one exposure 

Xshooter: R=8k   full  
10-12 chem el  a few lines/el  
[Fe/H]>-1.0 

NIRSPEC: R~25k   ½ band  
5-10 chem el   a few lines/el 
[Fe/H]>-1.5 

old giants in high reddening environments 
the inner Galaxy: disk, bulge, Galactic center  

a rich bibliography on chem & kinematic studies of their SPs in the last 10 yrs 

CRIRES R~100k single ord 
a few chem el  several lines/el 

GIANO: R=50k  full  >20 chem elements, several lines/el 
CRIRES+: R=100k 1 band 10-15 chem elements, several lines/el   



The CaT region 
if R~6-10,000  individual abundances for Fe, Na, Mg, K, Ca, Ti 

science already done with e.g. DEIMOS@Keck 
[Fe/H] = -0.5 13-14 Fe I lines + α-elements (LMC) 
[Fe/H] = -1.0  10-12 FeI lines + α-elements (SMC) 
[Fe/H] = -3.0  5-7 FeI lines, 1 Mg line 

RGB star 



[Mg/Fe] [Si/Fe] 

[Ca/Fe] [Ti/Fe] 

data from Kirby+10 

2961 RGB stars  
in 8 dSph’s 

Mucciarelli+12 

NGC 2419  
(a GC at 90 kpc) 

The CaT region 
science already done with e.g. DEIMOS@Keck 



spectrograph telescope spectral range  max  spec res max f.o.v. multiplex 

IFU – diffraction limited 
SINFONI VLT YJ,H,K 4,000 8” x 8” IFU 
OSIRIS Keck YJ,H,K 4,000 3” x 6” IFU 
NIRSPEC JWST YJ,H,K,L,M 2,700 3” x 3” IFU 
IFU – seeing limited 
KMOS VLT YJ,H,K 4,000 7.2’ x 7.’2’ 24  
MUSE VLT BVRIz 4,000 1’ x 1’ WFM 

IFU-MOS IR spectroscopy in dense stellar fields 
long slit, low-medium resolution  common facility 
cross dispersed echelle, IFUs, MOS  a few, only 



RVs of individual giant stars in GCs: from the core out to the tidal radius 
SINFONI+AO  K band spectra 
R~4000 ~60 stars at r<1.6”  

SINFONI HST/HRC 
KMOS YJ  
spectra  
R~3,400   
4 pointings  
~90 stars  
at r<70” 

FLAMES GIRAFFE/MEDUSA   CaT spectra at r>1’ 

NGC6388 



RVs of individual giant stars in GCs: from the core out to the tidal radius 

SINFONI  
60 stars at r<1.6” & K<15   
1 pointing  

KMOS  
90 stars at r<70”   
4 pointings  

FLAMES  
~220 stars at 70”<r<600”   
a few pointings  

VD profile from individual star  
RVs 

IMBH with M<2x103 Mo if any 
some rotation 

Lanzoni+ 2013 



RVs of individual giant stars in GCs: from the core out to the tidal radius 

SINFONI  
860 stars at r<10” & K<15   
5 pointings  

KMOS  
96 stars at r<70”   
4 pointings  

FLAMES  
~700 stars at 70”<r<600”   
13+ pointings  

velocity dispersion and rotational profiles of 30 GCs  
VLT-KMOS+FLAMES LP193-0232 194hrs + VLT-SINFONI LP 195-0750 145hrs  PI: Ferraro 



Ter5 

MAD–VLT  ACS - WFC   
FoV:200”x200” 

OSIRIS-Keck 

Terzan 5: internal kinematics and chemistry 

E(B-V)=2.4  

FLAMES+ 
DEIMOS  

~1500 stars  
~600 members at 

30”<r<800”  
~20 pointings,  
a few nights 

OSIRIS  
~500 stars at  
r<7” & K<15    
10 pointings  
half a night 

X-Shooter+ 
NIRSPEC 

~120 stars at  
r<60”   

single-object 
a few nights 

also chemical abundances 
Origlia+ ‘11,’13; Massari+ ‘14 

Ferraro+ ’09, Nature 



M15 with MUSE: spectra of ~700 stars within a radius of ~60” 

about the same number of stars sampled by  
an IFU with AO in the central few arcsec ! 



lessons learnt from state-of-the-art spectra 

spectral resolution 
CaT region 
increasing spectral resolution from R~4,000 to R~8-10,000 enable to  
obtain individual chemical abundances of Fe and a few other metals  
with ~0.1 dex accuracy and  down to very low metallicities 

NIR  
 increasing spectral resolution from R~4,000 to R~20,000+ enable to  
obtain individual chemical abundances of Fe, C, alpha and a few other  
metals with <0.1 dex accuracy at intermediate/high metallicities 
 R~20,000+ is especially important to get O abundance from individual  
OH lines 

higher R  more accurate RVs 



sensitivity and spatial resolution 

more sensitivity AND more spatial resolution   
to individually resolve and measure the fainter stars 

larger telescope aperture + AO  

IFUs very effective multi-objects in dense  
stellar fields, especially when assisted by AO 

more sensitivity  fainter stars BUT more crowding 

lessons learnt from state-of-the-art spectra 

IFU vs MOS 



resolved stellar populations: working numbers 

  all spatial scales can be useful, for many applications  
20×20 mas  3.04″×4.28″ fov, at least in the NIR 

  spectra at S/N>20-30, texp~ 2hr 
  I(Vega)~22   H(Vega)~19-20  
  details also depending on the selected spatial scale and  
spectral resolution 

  all bands can be useful, I (pending AO performances)  
   and H the most studied/used so far for chemistry 

  R≈8000 and R≈20000 the most useful 



with SINFONI (50x100 mas) 
~50 giants stars down to H~15 
R~4,000 
RVs with a few km/s accuracy 
VD profile in bins of ~1” 

fov=3”x3” 

with HARMONI (20x20 mas) 
~600 stars down to H~19 
R~20,000  
chemical abundances  
RVs with <1 km/s accuracy 
VD profile in bins of ~0.3” 

ACS–HRC 25 mas/pix Galactic star cluster 
Mass = 2.6 x 106 Mo  
Rcore = 7.2”  c=1.8 

in the central ~3”x3” 



fov=3”x3” 

with HARMONI (20x20 mas) 
~200 giants down to H~20 
R~20,000  
chemical abundances  
RVs with <1 km/s accuracy 
VD profile in bins of ~0.5” 

ACS–HRC 25 mas/pix 

NGC 121 
SMC star cluster 
Mass = 3 x 105 Mo  
Rcore = 10”   c=0.9 

in the central 3”x3” 



central few arcsec  sampling the stellar pops in the core down  
                              to the MS/SG, i.e. the unevolved stars  
      densest region, lowest field contamination, full chemo-dynamics  

central 1 arcsec  sampling the sphere of influence of an IMBH 
rBH ∼ G x MBH/σ2 ~0.9”   MBH=2x103 Mo   σ=14 km/s D=10 kpc 

Galactic and MC star clusters 

stellar-mass (≤ 20 M) super-massive (106 −109 M) 

IMBHs 
102-105 M 



extra-galactic star clusters  UCDs at 5-20 Mpc 
tracers of the stellar pops, IMFs etc. of their host galaxy 

Centaurus M87 

medium-high (R~20,000+) resolution spectroscopy in integrated light  
chemistry and dynamical mass 

AO-assisted IFU  
velocity dispersion & rotational profiles in the outer regions, in steps of some 
core radii (~100mas)  check for DM halos  

typical extension  from a few hundreds mas to a few arcsec 


